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ABSTRACT

General consideration regarding the dual role of the Design Base Threat

Physical Protection Systems required to protect the nuclear facilities and materials has to be
able to respond at least to the Design Base Threat (DBT).
First, the DBT is defined as a minimrum set of characteristics of a probable adversary in order
to give to the Security designer the necessary information to design the Physical Protection
System (PPS) subsystems at least at the level to assure complete protection of the nuclear
material and facilities against certain attacks.
The secondary role of a DBT is to evaluate the effectiveness of an already built PPS facing
with a threat having the general characteristic described by DBT.

DBT as a collective work

Romanian process to define the natural DBT started effectively with a workshop organized
by AllEA and the Romanian Nuclear Regulatory Commission (CNCAN). There participated all
the Romanian institution involved in the field of protection of nuclear material and facilities
(Romanian Intelligence, Military, Police, CNCAN) as well the representatives of main nuclear
operators.
The workshop scope was to emphasize the methodology to build a DBT instead to define
that. The participants were able to understand the necessary steps to define DBT and the
importance of the teamwork.
After that meeting, under CNCAN coordination started a process to achieve information from
the state institution and nuclear operators. Various meeting has been held to refine the
information achieved. Those meetings constituted an important step in the process, helping
the parts to understand each other (before that, due to the different organizations where the
participants come from was difficult to achieve a common language in this respect).
Lots of specific or general analyses and materials have been evaluated, refined and
integrated in a special report.
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DBT constrains

Two main constrains of DBT has been identified: the DBT must be "strong" enough to permit
a powerful response of the PPS to any credible attack; also the DBT should consider the
equilibrium between the level of protection and the cost associated.
Romanian experience showed that the trend of the state institution is to put in DBT any
possible threat, even at the credibility limit instead the nuclear facility operators (who have to
pay for protection) trend which is to reduce the threats to those according with the credibility
criteria.

Important contribution on developing DBT

An important contribution of the Romanian developing of DBT is the unification of the risk
analyses methodology in the same nuclear plant. Before that, the risk associated with the
operation & maintenance of the NPP has been calculated in a differed way from the risk
related to the security. The impact was that the importance of a strong PPS was never fully
understood by the people from other activities fields. Unifying the calculation of the risk
associated to the operation & maintenance and security is particularly important to compute
the contribution of the Physical protection in the generally measures to minimize the
population and the environment risk because of the nuclear activities.
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